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Abstract: Ancient and modern alike, scholars of China treat the appearance of the ‘sphere instrument’ (hun yi 渾儀) in the Han (206 BCE – 220 CE) as a revolution in practice. Inspired by work
on astronomical instrumentation in other traditions, I have come to realize that Chinese intellectuals were alone in their sphere fever, which begs the question of why. As nothing survives the ﬁrst
millennium by way of professional instrumentation, we must turn to texts to answer questions of
construction, availability, use, and competition. Approaching the topic through Lǐ Chúnfēng’s 李淳
風 (602–670) instrument catalog, we ﬁnd ﬁrst of all that there is rampant terminological ambiguity
between what we might call armillary spheres and celestial globes used variously for observation,
demonstration, and calculation, and that descriptions of ‘observation’ often involve looking at the
instrument rather than through it. When it comes to observational armillary spheres proper, we
ﬁnd that they were actually quite limited in number and accessibility. Working from instrumentation literature and observational records, furthermore, we look at issues of graduation, construction,
alignment, and observational practice to assess matters of precision, accuracy, and popularity, concluding that practitioners’ obsession with the ‘sphere instrument’ had less to do with its observational
application than we may have assumed.
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The sphere revolution?

Shěn Guā 沈括 (1031–1095), Mengxi bitan 夢溪筆談:
天文家有渾儀，測天之器... 渾象，象天之器。
Tiānwén experts have [two instruments]: the ‘sphere instrument’, a device for measuring heaven...
and the ‘sphere eﬃgy’, a device for representing heaven.1
Cài Yōng 蔡邕 (133–192), “Memorial from Shuò-fāng” 朔方上書 (banishment in Ordos, 178):
論天體者三家，宣夜之學，絕無師法。
『周髀』術數具存，考驗天狀，多所違失。惟渾天僅得其情，今
史官所用候臺銅儀，則其法也。立八尺圓體，而具天地之形，以正黃道，占察發斂，以行日月，以步
五緯，精微深妙，百世不易之道也。
The discourse on heaven’s form (cosmology) is comprised of three expert-lineages, but the study of
(1) ‘expansive night’ has died out and has no master method. Both the techniques & numbers of (2)
the Gnomon of Zhou survive, but when examined & veriﬁed against the case of heaven, there is much
that misses the mark. It is only (3) ‘sphere heaven’ that completely grasps the true circumstances [of
heaven]. The observatory bronze instrument employed by the Clerk’s Oﬃce of our day is patterned
upon this model: a sphere erected eight-chi (1.95 m) [in diameter] and possessed of the forms of
heaven & earth by which one aligns the Yellow Road (ecliptic) to observe the release & restrain (of
luminary motion), by which one moves the sun & moon, and by which one paces the ﬁve woofs
(planets)—ﬁne and subtle, profound and mysterious, it is a dào that shall remain unchanged for a
hundred generations.
官有其器而無本書，前志亦闕而不論，本欲寢伏儀下，思惟微意，按度成數，以著篇章。罪惡無狀，
投畀有北，灰滅雨絕，勢路無由。宜問羣臣，下及巖穴，知渾天之意者，使述其義。
The oﬃcials have the apparatus but not the original book(s), and the previous monographs are,
for their part, faulty and do not discuss it. I had desired originally to lie beneath the instrument
and contemplate its subtleties and master its numbers according to dù (365¼ dù = 360°) so as to
write it up into a piece; for my inexcusable crime, [however], I have been banished to the north to
be annihilated by dust and broken by rain and denied access to any route to inﬂuence. It would be
appropriate [then] to inquire among [Your] ministers, and down all the way to [hermit] grottoes, about
someone knowledgeable about the idea of sphere heaven and order him to recount its substance.2

1 Mengxi

bitan jiaozheng 夢溪筆談校證 (Zhonghua shuju ed.), entry xx.
shu 宋書 (Zhonghua shuju ed.), 23.673. The abbreviated version is more famously recorded in Jin shu 晉書 (Zhonghua
shuju ed.), 11.278; Sui shu 隋書 (Zhonghua shuju ed.), 19.507.
2 Song
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Woodblock prints of Sū Sòng’s 蘇頌 (1020–1101) “sphere heaven instrument” 渾天儀 & “sphere eﬃgy” 渾象 from Xīn
yí-xiàng fǎyāo 新儀象法要 (1094–1096), reprinted in Wenyuange Siku quanshu 文淵閣四庫全書, 1782; edition Taibei:
Taiwan shangwu yinshuguan, 1983–1986.

Photograph of 1871/1872 of “sphere heaven instrument” and “sphere eﬃgy” constructed by Huángfǔ Zhònghé 皇甫仲和
in 1439–1442 for the Beijing observatory.
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Point of reference: Reconstructing Ptolemy’s armillary sphere

2.1

Włodarczyk’s experiment

In the 1950s, Jarosław Włodarczyk constructs a wooden ecliptic armillary astrolabe with an outer diameter of 0.8
m at Warsaw Technical University according to Pappus and Theon’s commentaries to the Almagest and Proclus’s
Hypotyposis. His goal is to explore the potential accuracy and problems with the design as an observational
instrument.
Włodarczyk outlines the observational procedure described in the Almagest as such:
1. Before sunset
(a) align the instrument ecliptic to the Sun
i. via observation, align the ecliptic ring so that it “cast its shadow exactly on itself”;
ii. via solar theory, calculate where the sun should be on the ecliptic ring and move the rings until
that position corresponds exactly with the sun in the sky.
(b) measure the ecliptic longitude of the Moon
2. After sunset
(a) Align the instrument ecliptic to the Moon’s longitude with corrections for the Moon’s motion between
steps 1 & 2 and for parallax.
(b) Measure the coordinates of a star
Włodarczyk found the following diﬃculties in practice. (1) The rings get in the way of the objects—“the dead
zone”—sighting must be along the lateral face at low latitudes. (2) On the latitude ring, the pinholes did not
let enough light through to sight any but the brightest stars. (3) Measurements could be made to the quarter
degree but estimated accurately to 1/10◦ . (4) Close to sunset, Sun does not cast a suﬃciently clear shadow
for 1.a.i. (5) 1.a.ii produced large accidental errors for the Sun, which is hard to directly observe (better for the
moon). (6) 1.a.i could produce errors as low as 15′ , but susceptible to large errors due to refraction, installation,
and construction—between +1◦ .5 and −0◦ .5. (7) use of diﬀerential observations, mean relative errors of stars
and planets −0◦ .12 ± 0◦ .09.3

2.2

The conundrum of the early imperial Chinese observational sphere

Positives:
1. Equatorial mounting
2. Parallel rings to allow observation in “dead zones”
Negatives:
1. Ecliptic ring (1.a.i): Yīxíng 一行 (683–727) & Liáng Língzàn 梁令瓚 sphere of 723 ﬁrst introduces moving
ecliptic ring to allow for precession.
(a) instrument must thus be aligned via equatorial ring to stars not to solstitial/equinoctial points.
(b) precession would thus introduce gradual errors in readings from ﬁxed ecliptical ring.
2. Solar theory (1.a.ii): Discovery of solar equation of center in 6th century, introduced into state service in
7th century.
3. Measure ecliptic longitude of moon (1.b): lunar orbit ring introduced (brieﬂy) in 7th century; prior, no
way to directly measure or calculate latitude of objects oﬀ the ecliptic.
4. Correction for moon’s motion (2.a): inaccurate lunar model, no understanding or correction of parallax
until 8th century (?).
5. Parallel rings create double “dead zones”
6. One-cùn diameter sighting tube very wide & imprecise compared to pinholes.
7. No degrees, no geometry, no trigonometry...
3 “Observing

with the Armillary Astrolabe,” Journal for the History of Astronomy xviii (1987): 173–95.
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Point of reference: graduation

Allan Chapman, Dividing the Circle: The Development of Critical Angular Measurement in Astronomy 15001850, 2d ed. Chichester: John Wiley & Sons, 1995.
It was improved angular measurement, not enhanced visual acuity, that held the key to a whole
network of problems from the sixteenth to the early nineteenth centuries, and, with the exception of
the discovery of Uranus in 1781, the weight of decisive evidence came from better graduated scales,
not better optics (12).
Chinese armillary sphere graduations?
1. Pān Nài (1989; 2009): graduations to integral dù until 13th century, which introduced 1/10◦ or 1/10 dù.4
(a) Fixing of fractional lodge widths only in Epochal Origin system of 1106 (to 1/4 dù); accusation that
1106 measures were “the products of] yielding to personal imaginings” 皆私意牽就 by Guō Shǒujìng
郭守敬 (1231–1316) in 1280. /
(b) Precision of observational record in Song “suddenly” down to 1/2 dù; later observations more precise.
/
(c) No description of earlier graduation per se, but mentions of 365-dù observational spheres all the way
up to 1074; Guō Shǒujìng’s 13th-century instrument described as graduated to 1/10◦ . ,
2. Wú Shǒuxián & Quán Héjūn (2008): Pān Nài is right.5
3. Daniel P. Morgan (2015)...

4

Problématique

Weird things & lacunae:
1. Chinese actors love “sphere instruments”.
2. In western Eurasia, “sphere instruments” were so diﬃcult and imprecise/inaccurate that actors preferred
other instruments.
3. The Chinese actor did not possess the mathematical tools to utilize the “sphere instrument” to the (yet
unsatisfactory) level of accuracy achieved in western Eurasia.
4. How was the Chinese sphere instrument built?
(a) “Sphere instruments” made of bronze; bronze is money. Earliest extant “sphere instrument” is 15th
century.
(b) Prior to 15th century, we only have texts (and related archaeological evidence). Textual descriptions
are vague and sparse prior to 12th/13th century; illustrations are all later reproductions.
5. How was Chinese sphere instrument used?
(a) “Observe” 觀, “measure” 測, “displace” 遊... very little direct information.
Questions:
1. Can we quantify the precision & accuracy of Chinese “sphere instruments”?
2. What can we say about the procedure of “observation”? How were measurements of Heaven mediated by
material tools and mathematics?
3. What were spheres used for? What weren’t they used for?
4. Were spheres better than the alternatives available to the Chinese observer?
5. Why did Chinese experts prefer the “sphere instrument” when no one else did?

4 潘鼐：
『中國恆星觀測史』
，學林出版社，2009

年, esp. 271–272.

5 吳守賢、全和鈞：
『中國古代天體測量學及天文儀器』
，中國科學技術出版社，2008
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年, pp. 461.
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Sources
1. Physical instruments
(a) 15th century and post-Jesuit “sphere instruments”6
(b) Graduated lodge disk for calculation/observation (?), Shuānggǔduī 雙古堆 tomb 1 (165 BCE)7
(c) Graduated civil rulers8
(d) Bronze civil waterclock vessels (no indicator arrows)9
2. Texts
(a) Direct testimony
i. Technical treatises
A. 2nd century: Húntiānyí 渾天儀 (The Sphere Heaven Instrument), by Zhāng Héng 張衡 (87–
139)10
B. 11th century: Xīn yí-xiàng fǎyāo 新儀象法要, by Sū Sòng 蘇頌 (1020–1101)11
C. (Post-Jesuit works)
ii. Historical monographs
A. Lǐ Chúnfēng 李淳風 (602–670) instrument catalog in Book of Suí “Tiānwén Monograph”12
B. Assorted “Tiānwén Monograph” descriptions 5th – 13th centuries13
C. Guō Shǒujìng instrument catalog in History of Yuán “Tiānwén Monograph”14
iii. Miscellaneous references
(b) Indirect testimony
i. Star surveys: (1) 78 BCE (?), (2) 976/978), (3) 1010, (4) 1034/1038, (5) 1052, (6) 1078/1085, (7)
1095, (8) 1102/1106...15
ii. Court observational records, in standard histories’ “Tiānwén Monograph”16

6 I am quite ignorant about the late spheres, but on Jesuit Father Ferdinand Verbiest’s (1623–1688) sphere, see Allan Chapman,
“Tycho Brahe in China: The Jesuit Mission to Peking and the Iconography of European Instrument-Making Processes,” Annals of
Science 41, no. 5 (1984): 417–43. For overviews of Chinese instrumentation, see Henri Maspero, “Les instruments astronomique
des Chinois au temps des Han,” Mélanges chinois et bouddhiques 6 (1939): 183–370; Joseph Needham, Science and Civilisation
in China, vol.3 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1959), pp. 284–390; Needham et al., Heavenly Clockwork (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1960); 中國社會科學院考古研究所編：『中國古代天文文物論集』，文物出版社，1989 年; 潘鼐：『中國古天
文儀器史』山西教育出版社，2005 年; 吳守賢、全和鈞：『中國古代天體測量學及天文儀器』; Nathan Sivin, Granting the Seasons (New
York: Springer, 2009), pp. 171–225, 561–572.
7 See 王健民、劉金沂：
「西漢汝陰侯墓出土圓盤上二十八宿古距度的研究」，
『中國古代天文文物論集』, pp. 59–68; Christopher Cullen,
“Some Further Points on the shih,” Early China 6 (81 1980): 31–46.
8 See 丘光明：
『中國歷代度量衡考』，科學出版社，1992 年.
9 See 華同旭：
『中國漏刻』
，安徽科學技術出版社，1991 年.
10 See Y. Edmund Lien, “Zhang Heng’s Huntian yi zhu Revisited,” T’oung Pao 98, no. 1–3 (2012): 31–64.
11 See Needham et al., Heavenly Clockwork.
12 See Morgan, forthcoming.
13 See for example, Ho Peng Yoke, The Astronomical Chapters of the Chin Shu (Paris: Mouton, 1967).
14 See Sivin, Granting the Seasons.
15 See 潘鼐：
『中國恆星觀測史』.
16 See 莊威鳳：
『中國古代天象記錄的研究與應用』
，中國科學技術出版社，2009 年.
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Han chǐ -rule graduation. Source: Howard L. Goodman, Xun Xu and the Politics of Precision in
Third-century AD China (Leiden: Brill, 2010), p. 176, Figure 4.

Guō Shǒujìng “simpliﬁed instrument” 簡儀 graduation. Source: 潘鼐編『中國古天文儀器史』, p.
254, ﬁg. 6-4-7.

Shuānggǔduī 雙古堆 tomb 1 lacquer disc (165 b.c.). Source: 安徽省文物工作室：「阜陽雙古堆西
漢汝陰侯墓發掘簡報」，
『文物』1978.8: 19, ﬁg. 8.

Western Han ≈ 12-minute timer waterclock from Yikezhao-meng
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Lǐ Chúnfēng on sphere instruments in the Book of Suí

6.1

Deﬁnitions

Húntiānyí 渾天儀 “sphere heaven instrument” (according to Lǐ Chúnfēng):
渾天儀者，其制有機有衡。既動靜兼狀，以效二儀之情，又周旋衡管，用考三光之分。所以揆正宿度，
準步盈虛，來古之遺法也。
The sphere heaven instrument is constructed with engine and traverse (sighting tube). Not only in its
at once moving & static state does it replicate the true situation (qíng 情) of the two yí, the complete
rotation of the transverse [sighting] tube allows investigation (kǎo) of the fractions of the three lights
(the sun, moon, and stars). It is that by which one estimates & corrects the lodge dù (widths) and
levels (zhǔn 準) & paces excess & void—a method handed down from antiquity.17
Húntiānxiàng 渾天象 “sphere heaven eﬃgy” (according to Lǐ Chúnfēng):
渾天象者，其制有機而無衡... 不如渾儀，別有衡管，測揆日月，分步星度者也。
The sphere heaven eﬃgy is constructed with engine and no traverse (sighting tube)... It is inferior to
the sphere instrument (hún yí 渾儀), which has in addition a traverse [sighting] tube—the thing that
[allows] the measure & estimation of sun & moon and the division & pacing of stars & dù.18

6.2

Terminological confusion

Hún 渾 : turbid, mixed together, confused, stupid, undiﬀerentiated, integral, pure, all-encompassing → sphere.
1st cent. BCE
The term “sphere heaven appears,” reference unclear—either to instrument or cosmology.19
78–74 BCE
Calculated date of Mr. Shǐ’s Star Canon data, necessarily measured by observational armillary sphere.20
92 CE
Jiǎ Kuí 賈逵 (30–101) memorializes about Fù An’s 傅安 success “using the yellow path (ecliptic) to dùmeasure the sun, moon, and [lunar phases]” 用黃道度日月弦望, implying an observational armillary sphere
with ecliptic ring.21
103 CE
Court commission of “Grand Clerk yellow-path (ecliptic) bronze instrument” 太史黃道銅儀:
以角為十三度，亢十... 雖密近而不為注日。儀，黃道與度轉運，難以候，是以少循其事。
With Horn.L01/28 as 13 dù, Neck.L02/28 10, ... (the text continues with the standard equatorial
widths of each lodge)... it totaled to 365 dù & 1/4 dù. The winter solstice was at Dipper.L08 19
dù & 1/4 dù. The Clerk’s Oﬃce “perimetered” (guō 郭) solar & lunar motion and checked (cān)
quarter & full moons, and though it was tight & close it was not used for noting the sun/days. As
for the instrument, the yellow path and dù (equator ring) rotated, and it was diﬃcult to watch
(hòu 候) with, which is why the matter (the order to use it) was rarely heeded.22
125/164 CE
Zhāng Héng authors Húntiānyí & constructs two “sphere instruments” (??? ... below).
100/166 CE
Mǎ Róng 馬融 (79–166) identiﬁes the “rotating device & jade traverse” 琁璣玉衡 of the Book of Documents
as a prehistoric jade armillary sphere carved by the Sage Kings
17 Sui

shu, 19.517.
19.519.
19 See Christopher Cullen, Astronomy and Mathematics in Ancient China (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996).
20 See Sun Xiaochun 孫小淳 & Jacob Kistemaker, The Chinese Sky during the Han (Leiden: Brill, 1997).
21 Hou Han shu 後漢書 (Zhonghua shuju ed.), zhi 2, 3028.
22 Hou Han shu, zhi 2, 3029–3030.
18 Ibid.,
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178 CE
Cài Yōng tells us that all that remains of “sphere heaven” is “the observatory bronze instrument employed
by the Clerk’s Oﬃce of our day” 今史官所用候臺銅儀 (above), clearly referring to the observational sphere
of 103. /
3rd cent. CE
Wáng Fān 王蕃 coins (?) the term “sphere eﬃgy” for the demonstrational sphere.
5th cent. CE
Confusion in Jiànkāng about whether the “instrument” recovered from Cháng’an in 417—the observational
sphere of of 323 (below)—is Zhāng Héng’s lost (demonstrational) “instrument” (below).
627 CE
Lǐ Chúnfēng memorializes the throne, positing a prehistoric jade armillary sphere.23
656 CE
Lǐ Chúnfēng (1) insists on a terminological distinction between observational and non-observational spheres,
(2) criticizes other astronomers and historians for confusing their “instruments” and their “eﬃgies”—“the
instrument & eﬃgy are two [distinct] devices with nothing whatsoever to do with one another” 儀象二
器, 遠不相涉 —as well (3) as for positing a prehistoric jade armillary sphere—“it was Mǎ Róng who ﬁrst
conceived of saying that the ‘[rotating mechanism &] jade traverse’ was the sphere heaven instrument” 馬
季長創謂璣衡為渾天儀.
12th cent. CE
Confused application of “instrument” continues; myth about prehistoric origin of the armillary sphere
continues ...
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Zhāng Héng’s 2nd century spheres: instruments or eﬃgies?

Lǐ Chúnfēng & Gě Hóng’s 葛洪 (283–343) attribution of water-powered demonstrational sphere:
至桓帝延熹七年，太史令張衡，更以銅製，以四分為一度，周天一丈四尺六寸一分。亦於密室中，以
漏水轉之。令司之者，閉戶而唱之，以告靈臺之觀天者，琁璣所加，某星始見，某星已中，某星今沒，
皆如合符。
In Héngdì (r. 146–168) Prolongation of Brightness 7 (164, Prefect Grand Clerk Zhāng Héng switched
to a bronze construction with 4 fēn (0.04 chǐ ) to the dù, for a circuit of heaven of 1 zhāng 4 chǐ
6 cùn and 1 fēn (14.61 chǐ, or 3.43 m [E. Han]). It was placed in a sealed chamber and rotated by
means of drip-water. The person charged with watching called it out from behind closed doors to
announce to the observers of Heaven of the Numinous Terrace the increase of the “rotating device,”
that such-and-such star was ﬁrst visible, that such-and-such star was already centered (culminated),
and that such-and-such star was currently setting—all of which were like matching [the two halves
of] a tally.24
“Biography of Zhāng Héng,” Book of Later Hàn: (1) 作渾天儀 Zhāng “created a sphere heaven instrument” or
“authored the Húntiānyí ”; (2) 年六十二，永和四年卒 Zhāng, “at the age of 62, died in Eternal Harmony 4 (139).”
Zhāng Héng, Húntiānyí 渾天儀, as preserved in Lǐ Xián’s 李賢 (654–684) commentary to the Book of Later Hàn:
... 上頭橫行第一行者，黃道進退之數也...
... On the top, the ﬁrst row [of numbers] that runs horizontally shows the numbers that will have to
be added or subtracted to obtain the ecliptic numbers... (ﬁrst evidence we’re dealing with a physical
artifact rather than the abstract celestial sphere)
***
23 Xin

Tang shu 新唐書 (Zhonghua shuju ed.), 31.806.
shu, 19.516–517. The same basic description appears also in Gě Hóng’s 葛洪 (283–343) writings on cosmography, cited in
Jin shu, 11.281–284. In terms of the impressiveness of his device in the eyes of his contemporaries, Gě Hóng quotes an epitaph by
Cui Yuan 崔瑗 (77–142) to the eﬀect that “his inventions were on par with Creation itself” 制作侔造化 (ibid., 11.281).
24 Sui
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本當以銅儀日月度之，則可知也。以儀一歲乃竟，而中閒又有陰雨，難卒成也。是以作小渾，盡赤道
黃道，乃各調賦三百六十五度四分之一，從冬至所在始起，令之相當值也。
To do it properly, these numbers should be dù-measured using the bronze instrument every day of
each month; then we would know their values. As this would take one whole year to complete, and
over the period there would also be some overcast or rainy days, it would be diﬃcult to complete
the process. I therefore made a small sphere complete with red path & yellow path. I allocated
(graduated) each 365 dù & 1/4 dù, and aligned the two circles beginning from the location of the
winter solstice.
取北極及衡，各（誠）〔鍼〕㧻之為軸，取薄竹篾，穿其兩端，令兩穿中閒與渾半等，以貫之，令察之
與渾相切摩也。乃從減半起，以為〔百〕八十二度八分之五，盡衡減之半焉。又中分其篾，拗去其半，
令其半之際正直，與兩端減半相直，令篾半之際從冬至起，一度一移之，視篾之半際（夕）多〔少〕
黃赤道幾也。其所多少，則進退之數也。從（此）
〔北〕極數之，則（無）〔去〕極之度也。
I took the north pole and transverse (here, the support base connected at the southern pole) and
stuck both with needles to form an axis. I took a thin bamboo strip and punched a hole at either end
so that the distance between the two holes was exactly one half [of the circumference] of the armillary
sphere, that [the pins] may be run through them (aﬃxing each end to opposite poles). The bamboo
strip was examined to make sure that it ﬁt and rubbed smoothly against [the inner surface of] the
sphere. Then, starting from a reduced half [of the width of the bamboo strip, and working down from
the north pole], I made 182 dù & 5/8 [running] all the way down to the half reduced at the transverse.
I further split the strip into two equal halves [along its length], removed the one half, made the edge
at the half (centerline) straight, and aligned the edge with the two end points at the half width. I
shifted the [centerline] edge of the bamboo strip one dù at a time, starting from the winter solstice
point, and looked at (shì 視) how much the [centerline] edge of the bamboo strip diﬀered in terms of
yellow- & red-path [dù]. The diﬀerence is the advance & retreat number (of the ecliptic relative to
the equator). Counting from the north pole [down the graduated bamboo slip] gives you the dù of
polar distance.25

Table 1: Book of Later Hàn Red-road & yellow-road advance (+) & retreat (−) table
Dipper.L08 26 4 parts −2 Ox.L09 8
Maid.L10 12 +2
Rooftop.L12 17 +2
Hall.L13 16 +3
Wall.L14 9 +1
Northern quadrant: 96 dù & 1/4
Crotch.L15 16
Harvester.L16 17 −1 Stomach.L17 14 −1
Net.L19 16 −3
Beak.L20 2 −3
Triad.L21 9 −4
Western quadrant: 80 dù
Well.L22 33 −3
Devil.L23 4
Willow.L24 15
Spread.L26 18 +1
Wings.L27 18 +1
Baseboard.L28 17 +1
Southern quadrant: 112 dù
Horn.L01 12
Neck.L02 9 −1
Root.L03 15 −2
Heart.L05 5 −3
Tail.L06 18 −3
Basket.L07 11 −3
Eastern quadrant: 75 dù
To the right (above) are read-road dù with a circuit of heaven of 365

Tumulus.L11 10

Mane.L18 11

Stars.L25 7

+2

−2

+1

Chamber.L04 5

−3

dù & 1/4

Conclusions
1. All of Zhāng Héng’s sphere instruments are demonstrational and used for calculation rather than observation—
(1) no “tube” or “traverse”; (2) 164 model in a closed room; (3) wooden model hollow, etc.
2. In the 2nd century, Zhāng uses “sphere heaven instrument” to refer to such non-observational armillary
spheres; the extant observational model is called “yellow-road [bronze] instrument,” etc.
3. Demonstrational sphere instruments do not yet include globes.
4. Zhāng builds a wooden armillary sphere to measure the reduction to the equator to avoid the trouble of
“observation.” 26
5. The goal of this measurement is the production of a table for converting between right ascension & longitude.
25 Hou

Han shu, zhi 3, 3076 (commentary); tr. modiﬁed from Lien (2012), 40–41.
Christopher Cullen, “Seeing the Appearances: Ecliptic and Equator in the Eastern Han,” Ziran kexue shi yanjiu 自然科學史
研究 2000.4: 352–82.
26 See
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(a) Table is in integer values.
(b) Table is crude: (1) no mention of interpolation, (2) by lodge rather than distance from solstitial/equinoctial point, (3) no precession yet, etc.
(c) Longitude important for accurate modeling, but all observational instruments are essentially equatorial.

8
8.1

The observational sphere instrument
Earliest unambiguous description

323 bronze “sphere heaven instrument” by Assistant Grand Clerk Kǒng Tǐng 孔挺 of Nanyang 南陽, commissioned
by the Xiōngnú 匈奴 court of Hàn-Zhào 漢趙 in Cháng’ān (34◦ 21′ N). As described by Lǐ Chúnfēng in the Book
of Suí :
8.1.1 六合儀 Six joints apparatus
其制則有雙環規相並，間相去三寸許。正豎當子午。其子午之間，應南北極之衡，各合而為孔，以象
南北樞。植楗於前後，以屬焉。又有單橫規，高下正當渾之半，皆周帀分為度數，署以維辰之位，以
象地。又有單規，斜帶南北之中，與春秋二分之日道相應。亦周帀分為度數，而署以維辰，並相連著。
屬楗植而不動。
Its construction featured double ring-circles joined [parallel] to one another with a space of roughly 3
cùn (7.41 cm) between them. It stood upright to serve as the meridian. Between the meridian [plates],
where coincides the traverse [between] south & north poles (i.e. where the diameter drawn through
the N-S poles intersects the meridian), each joined to form a hole in eﬃgy of the southern & northern
pivots [of the celestial sphere]. Lock pins in the front & back (pivots) allowed joining [the second
apparatus group] to it. Further, it had a single horizontal circle at a height corresponding exactly
with half the [vertical diameter of the] sphere, divided around its circumference into dù numbers and
inscribed with the positions of the corners & chronograms (i.e. the twelve horizonal directions, see
Figure ??) in eﬃgy of Earth (the horizon). Further, it had a single circle that belted at an incline
midway between south & north (i.e. at an incline to the horizon circle and perpendicular to the N-S
axis), corresponding to the path of the sun at spring & autumn equinox. It too was divided around
its circumference into dù numbers and inscribed with the corners & chronograms, the two of which
were written together in a single [band]. It was held in place by a connecting bolt and did not move.
8.1.2 四遊儀 Four displacements apparatus
其裏又有雙規相並，如外雙規。內徑八尺，周二丈四尺，而屬雙軸。軸兩頭出規外各二寸許，合兩為
一。內有孔，圓徑二寸許。南頭入地下，注於外雙規南樞孔中，以象南極。北頭出地上，入於外雙規
規北樞孔中，以象北極。其運動得東西轉，以象天行。
Its interior further had double circles joined [parallel] to one another, like the outer double-circle
[meridian ring]. Its inner diameter was 8 chǐ (197.6 cm), its circumference was 24 chǐ (592.8 cm),
and it was connected to the axle pair. The two axle heads each protruded roughly 2 cùn (4.9 cm)
from the [four-displacement] circle, joining the two [parallel plates] as one. Inside of these were holes
with a circular diameter of roughly 2 cùn. The southern head went beneath “the Earth” (horizon
circle), where it was inserted into the southern pivot hole of the outer double circle in eﬃgy of the
south [celestial] pole. The northern head protruded from “the Earth”, going into the northern pivot
hole of the outer double circle in eﬃgy of the north [celestial] pole. Its movement allows for east-west
rotation in eﬃgy of Heaven’s motion.
其雙軸之間，則置衡，長八尺，通中有孔，圓徑一寸。當衡之半，兩邊有關，各注著雙軸。衡既隨天
象東西轉運，又自於雙軸間得南北低仰。所以準驗辰曆，分考次度，其於揆測，唯所欲為之者也。
Between its two axles was installed a traverse 8-chǐ in length, through the center of which was a
[sighting] hole 1 cùn (2.47 cm) in diameter.27 Halfway down the traverse was, on either side, a
[pivot] bolt, each of which were inserted & connected to [another] axle pair (at the midpoint of an
unmentioned crossbar). The traverse could both follow rotate east-west to follow Heavenly phenomena
and achieve of itself north-south lowering & raising between the axle pair. This is how one leveled
(zhǔn) & veriﬁed (yàn) the chronograms & lì (time) and distinguished & examined (kǎo) the stations
27 Note that 1-cùn (2.47 cm) diameter of this hole corresponds to the traditional speciﬁcations of the astronomical sighting tube
given in the Zhoubi and the average diameter of the human eye.
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(cì 次) & dù (space). In regards to observation (kui) & measurement (cè), it did truly everything
that one could desire.28

Observational armillary sphere component groups Source: Xin yixiang fayao, A.11a, A.13a, A.14a.

The Chinese hour circle

8.1.3

Conclusions

1. No “three chronogram apparatus”—no ecliptic ring, no movable equator ring—thus could only produce
measurements of “hour angle” and QJD “polar distance.”
2. Graduation of ﬁxed equator ring with “corners & chronograms” corresponds to the Chinese hour circle and
to medieval positional data in “appended hour” (jiā shí ).29
28 Sui shu, 19.517–18. Lǐ Chúnfēng’s description of Kǒng Tǐng’s device is translated also in Maspero, “Les instruments astronomique
des Chinois au temps des Han,” 322–23.
29 See 曲安京：
「中國古代曆法中的計時制度」
，
『漢學研究』12, no. 2 (1994): 157–72; cf. Daniel P. Morgan, “Knowing Heaven” (Ph.D.
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8.2

Observational sphere time line

Ob. sphere 1 Xiānyú Wàngrén’s 鮮于妄人 Mr. Shǐ’s Star Canon sphere
Year: 78 BCE*. Location: Cháng’ān (34◦ 21′ N)*. Court: Chinese Hàn*. Material: ?? Components: ?? Circumference: ?? Graduation: ?? *Note: the existence of this instrument is deduced
from QJD “north polar distances” in the 8th century Kāiyuán zhānjīng 開元占經 attributed to Shí Shēn
石申 (4th-century BCE) but matching, by statistical analysis, observations conducted at Cháng’ān (34◦ 21′
N) circa 80 BCE.
Ob. sphere 2 “Grand Clerk’s yellow-path bronze instrument”
Year: 103. Location: Luòyáng (34◦ 45′ N). Court: Chinese Hàn. Material: bronze. Components:
6 joints + 3 chronograms* + 4 displacements + (ﬁxed) ecliptic ring. Circumference: ?? Graduation:
365 41 dù. Fate: 103 construction; 189/220 lost in civil war.
Ob. sphere 3 the Kǒng Tǐng 孔挺 sphere
Year: 323. Location: Cháng’ān (34◦ 21′ N). Court: Xiōngnú 匈奴 Hàn-Zhào 漢趙. Material: bronze.
Components: 6 joints + 4 displacements. Circumference: 24 chǐ (585.6 cm). Graduation: 24 (?)
“appended hours”. Fate: 323 construction; 329 passes to Jié 羯 -tribe Later Zhào 後趙 (319–351); 351
passes to Dī 氐 -tribe Former Qín 前秦 (350–394); 394 passes to Qiāng 羌 -tribe Later Qín 後秦 (384–417);
417 captured by General Liú Yù 劉裕 of the Chinese Jìn 晉 (265–420) court; 418 arrives in Jìn capital at
Jiànkāng (32◦ 02′ N); 420 changes hands to Chinese Liú-Sòng 劉宋 (420–479); 479 passed to the Chinese
Southern Qí 南齊 (479–502); 502 passed to the Chinese Liáng 梁 (502–557); ... ??
Ob. sphere 4 The Cháo Chóng 晁崇 & Jǐe Lán 解蘭 sphere
Year: 412. Location: Luòyáng (34◦ 45′ N). Court: Synbi 鮮卑 Northern Wèi 北魏. Material: iron.
Components: same as Kǒng Tǐng. Circumference: same as Kǒng Tǐng. Graduation: same as
Kǒng Tǐng. Fate: 412 construction; 550 (?) passes to Sino-Synbi Northern Qí 北齊 (550–577); 557 (?)
passes to Synbi Northern Zhōu 北周 (557–581); 581 passes to the Chinese Suí 隋 (581–618); 583 moved to
Cháng’ān (34◦ 21′ N); 618 passes to the Turko-Chinese Táng 唐 (618–907); 723 replaced by the Yīxíng &
Liáng Língzàn sphere. Note: Yīxíng complains “its circles were constructed in a simple & cursory manner,
and its dù notches were uneven” 規制朴略，度刻不均.30
Ob. sphere 5 The Lǐ Chúnfēng sphere
Year: 633. Location: Cháng’ān (34◦ 21′ N). Court: Turko-Chinese Táng. Material: bronze. Components: 6 joints + 3 chronograms + 4 displacements + (ﬁxed) ecliptic ring + movable lunar orbit ring.
Circumference: ?? Graduation: 365 dù. Fate: installed in imperial palace; later, “even though it was
right there in the palace, it was looked for, but no one knew where it was” 既在宮中，尋而失其所在.31
Ob. sphere 6 The Yīxíng & Liáng Língzàn sphere sphere
Year: 723. Location: Cháng’ān (34◦ 21′ N). Court: Turko-Chinese Táng. Material: bronze (from
wooden prototype). Components: 6 joints + 3 chronograms + 4 displacements + movable ecliptic ring.
Circumference: 14.61 chǐ (442.7 cm). Graduation: 365 dù [& 1/4]. Fate: 723 constructed and
installed in state observatory to see extensive use.
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Precision of the observational sphere instrument
1. Star catalogs as early as Mr. Shǐ’s (1st cent. BCE ?) feature precision to 1/4 du. Pān Nài (1989): these are
estimations from integer dù.
2. There are 365-dù observational spheres; but, the use of observational data in lì necessarily involves approximation and conversion.
385
for the number of dù in a circle,
(a) Approximation: lì procedure texts use changing values like 365 1539
which is way too precise for an instrument.

(b) Conversion: we see evidence for conversion with the “advance & retreat” conversion table and the
graduation of equatorial rings with the 24 “appended hours” hour angles (such observationnal spheres
in state service 323–723).
diss., University of Chicago, 2013), 320–25.
30 Jiu Tang shu 舊唐書 (Zhonghua shuju ed.), 35.1295.
31 Jiu Tang shu, 35.1293.
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3. An equatorial ring of 365 14 dù either implicates the ability to graduate to
in dishonesty/exaggeration.

1
4

dù or it implicates our sources

4. The Shuānggǔduī dial (165 BCE) and early imperial rulers prove artisans could easily graduate straight &
circular edges to the civil fēn (≈ 2.31 mm).
5. The known dimensions of early imperial observational “sphere heaven instruments” are suﬃciently large
that each dù of the equatorial ring would be several times longer than the civil fēn (see Table 2).
Conclusion: Chinese artisans were capable of graduating the dù into at least quarters, and probably did in
several cases, though the dù was not always the preferred unit of pseudo-angular circumference.

Table 2: Sphere instrument equator ring dimensions and graduation (1–1000 CE)
Maker

Date

Diameter
chǐ (cm)

Circumference
chǐ (cm)

dù

dù size
fen (mm)

14.6100
–
10.9575
–
18.2625
7.3050
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

(343.3)
–
(257.5)
–
(451.1)
(180.4)
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

365¼
–
365¼
–
365¼
365¼
–
–
–
–
–
–
365

4.00
–
3.00
–
5.00
2.00
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

(9.4)
–
(7.1)
–
(12.4)
(4.9)
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

–
24.0000
24.0000
–
14.6100
18.3900

–
(585.6)
(585.6)
–
(442.7)
(581.1)

365¼
–
–
365
[365¼]
365

–
–
–
–
4.00
5.04

–
–
–
–
(12.1)
(15.9)

Demonstrational Spheres
Zhāng Héng 張衡
Lù Jì 陸績
Wáng Fān 王番
Gě Hóng 葛洪
Qián Lèzhī 錢樂之
Qián Lèzhī 錢樂之
anon.
Táo Hóngjǐng 陶弘景
Gěng Xún 耿詢
Nángōng Yuè 南宮說
Nángōng Yuè 南宮說 #2
Yīxíng 一行 & Liáng Língzàn 梁令瓚
Zhāng Sīxùn 張思訓
...

174
c. 200
c. 230
c. 330
436
440
c. 500
c. 520
c. 600
720
720
725
979

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
>3
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
(> 74.1)
–
–
–
–
–

Observational Spheres
anon.
Kǒng Tǐng 孔挺
Cháo Chóng 晁崇 & Jǐe Lán 解蘭
Lǐ Chúnfēng 李淳風
Yīxíng 一行 & Liáng Língzàn 梁令瓚
Hán Xiǎnfú 韓顯符
...
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103
323
412
633
723
995

–
8.0000
8.0000
–
4.5900
6.1300

–
(195.2)
(195.2)
–
(139.1)
(193.7)

Accuracy of the observational sphere instrument

Potential sources of error: (1) if “its dù notches were uneven”; (2) misalignment of pole due to construction
(≈ 1◦ in Mr. Shǐ’s Star Canon) and moving the instrument N-S from its place of construction (true 417–723
CE); (3) misalignment of device’s integer lodge-entry dù with actual stars; (4) ﬁxed ecliptic ring & precession;
(5) none of the Ptolemaic tools for manipulating spherical geometry (see p. 3); (6) approximation according to
instrument precision; (7) approximation in mathematical conversions. ...
Problem: I have no idea how to meaningfully quantify potential errors.

10.1

Source: star canons

1. Mr. Shǐ’s Star Canon
(a) When do the data date from? (Statistical analysis)
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i. Between 500 BCE – 500 CE, maybe two groups of data from diﬀerent centuries: Ueda Jō 上田穰
(1930), Yabuuti Kiyosi 藪內清 (1937 & 1973), Pān Nài (1989).32
ii. Elimination of ≈ 1◦ polar alignment error places all data at Cháng’ān in 70 BCE ±30 years:
Maeyama Yasukatsu 前山保勝. Note: corrected statistical mean still leaves us with a minimum
standard deviation of 1◦ .16 and 0◦ .96, respectively, for the corrected RA of the northern and
southern asterisms.33
iii. By historical proximity, and mention of “sphere heaven,” they must correspond to Xiānyú Wàngrén’s survey of 78–74 BCE: Sun & Kistemaker (1997).34
(b) To which stars do the Hàn-era star names refer? (大角 = Arcturus = α Boötis ?)
i. They refer to those in modern reference books based on Ignaz Kögler’s (1680–1746) use of Flamsteed’s star catalog to plot position of all Chinese stars in Yí-xiàng kǎo chéng 儀象考成 (1744–
1752): Ueda, Yabuuti, & early scholars. /
ii. Statistical errors—based on Ignaz Kögler’s identiﬁcations—point to date, latitude, and instrument misalignment of observation; if corrected position does not approximately match Kögler’s
identiﬁcation, it should match nearest visible star: Sun & Kistemaker (1997). /
2. Sòng star surveys (10th – 12th century)
(a) Date and latitude known. ,
(b) To which stars do the Sòng-era star names refer?
i. 345/360 Kögler stars fall within 1◦ of their given coordinates at epoch, thus with 1◦ as our
acceptable margin of error, we can reidentify 15/360 Sòng-era stars: Pān Nài & Wáng Déchàng
王德昌 (1983), Pān Nài (1989).35
Conclusions:
1. The scholarship does not actually ask “how accurate are the numbers?”
2. Arguments circular & arbitrary: use 18th century data to interpret earlier data, then correct 18th century
data based on interpreted data, deﬁning “acceptable margins of error”... /
3. Since data are for the “guide stars” 距星 of each constellation, reidentiﬁcation does not change the position,
size, shape, or number of stars of a constellation, only the choice of the star within the constellation that
signiﬁes were it “begins” in right ascension. /
4. No accounting for approximation due to graduation or unit conversion! /
5. Everyone does seem to agree that we should expect a standard deviation of ≈ 1◦ , so I’ll tentatively use this
number for the accuracy of the observational sphere instrument in practice.

10.2

Source: observational records

1. The majority of “Tiānwén Monograph” records are not in dù but civil measures—e.g. chǐ (≈ 23.1 cm)—and
comparative terms—e.g. “as big as a dǒu-ladle.”
(a) Omen literature relies exclusively on these linear measures, as we should expect of the job of hòu 候
omen “watching” at the state observatory.
(b) Scholars agree that these refer to measures of altitude or pseudo-angle of separation (where 1 chǐ ≈
1 dù)—something that, without spherical trigonometry, the Chinese were incapable of calculating or
measuring with an armillary sphere. The measurement of zhāng, chǐ, cùn, and fēn was apparently
performed by eye or with the aid of the human hand.
32 Ueda, Seki-shi Seikyō no kenkyū 石氏星經の研究 (Tōkyō: Tōyō bunko, 1930); Yabuuti, “To Kaigen senkyō no seikyō” 唐開元占
經之星經, Tōhō gakuhō 東方學報 8 (1937): 56–74; Yabuuti, “Shekishi seikei no kansoku nendai” 『石氏星経』の観測年代, in Chinese
science: explorations of an ancient tradition, ed. Joseph Needham et al. (Cambridge, Mass.: the MIT press, 1973), pp. xx; Pan,
Zhongguo hengxing guance shi, pp. xx.
33 Maeyama, “On the Astronomical Data of Ancient China (ca. −100 +200): A Numerical Analysis (part I),” Archives Internationales D’histoire Des Sciences XXV/XCVii (1975): 247–76; Maeyama, “On the Astronomical Data of Ancient China (ca. −100
+200): A Numerical Analysis (part II),” Archives Internationales D’histoire Des Sciences XXVi/XCVii (1976): 27–58; Maeyama,
“The Oldest Star Catalogue of China, Shi Shen’s Hsing Ching,” in Prismata: Naturwissenschaftsgeschichtliche Studien , ed. Willy
Hartner et al. (Wiesbaden: F. Steiner, 1977), pp. 211–45.
34 Sun & Kistemaker, The Chinese Sky during the Han.
35 Pan & Wang, “Bei-song de hengxing guance ji Song Huangyou xingbiao” 北宋的恆星觀測及『宋皇祐星表』, Keji shi wenji 科技
史文集 10 (1983): 98–121; Pan, Zhongguo hengxing guance shi, pp. xx.
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(c) Precision: half-cùn (0.05 dù) measurements as early as the Book of Hàn (111 CE); generally precise
to the cùn (0.10 dù).
(d) Accuracy: analysis of Liú Cìyuán 劉次沅 (1987) puts accuracy of 13th century data at 1 cùn (0.10
dù).36
2. In the “Tiānwén Monograph,” dù appear only in eclipse measurements.
(a) Precision: integer dù (?).
(b) Accuracy: no reference to what “path,” so no way of knowing; let’s continue with the 1◦ number.
Conclusion: human hand much better than the armillary sphere (until Míng dynasty), but doesn’t produce same
data, and hand-data cannot be converted into lì-applicable data.
Question: could another instrument produce (1) equatorial and (2) ecliptic lodge-entry dù and (3) QJD polar
distances with greater precision & accuracy than the observational sphere heaven instrument?

11

The gnomon-waterclock combo

11.1

Evidence of use

Use for timing meridian transits in 104 BCE, according to Book of Hàn:
乃定東西，立晷儀，下漏刻，以追二十八宿相距於四方，舉終以定朔晦分至、躔離弦望。
They ﬁxed east and west, erected gnomon instruments, and set the drip-ke running in pursuit of the
mutual distances between the twenty-eight lodges of the four quadrants (of the sky), and to ﬁnally
ﬁx the new & dark moons (ﬁrst and last days of the month), the equinoxes & solstices, and the steps
& distances of quarter & full moons.37
See also Book of Latter Han:
下漏數刻，以考中星
One sets the drip running and counts the kè-notches to examine the centered stars.38
Note: 2nd-century “advance & retreat” table permits conversion between equatorial & ecliptic lodge-entry dù!

11.2

Technological potential

11.2.1

Precision

1. No graduated indicator “arrows” survive.
2. Basic unit is the kè 刻 “notch” = 1/100 day = 14m24s ≈ 3.65 dù of RA.
3. Sources mention further precision, but unclear if it’s physical or comptutational precision:
(a) 174 Han solar table: 1/10 kè = 1m26.4s ≈ 0.37 dù of RA
(b) 597 rise/set table, Zhāng Zhòuxuán 張胄玄: 1/100 kè = 8.64s ≈ 0.04 du of RA.39
(c) 938, Mǎ Chóngjì 馬重績 mention of common precision: 1/60 kè = 14.4s ≈ 0.06 du of RA.40
Conclusion: graduation at 1/10 kè or smaller gives better precision than the integer-dù sphere instrument,
similar to 1/4-dù sphere instrument.
Question: is the indicator arrow of 1/10 kè precision physically/technologically feasible?
1. The civil waterclock is divided into day and night arrows, 50 kè each at the equinoxes.
2. Necessary lengths at 1 civil fēn (2.31 mm) per graduation for 50 kè arrow:
36 Liu, “Zhongguo gudai tianxiang jilu zhong de chi cun zhang danwei hanyi chutan” 中國古代天象記錄中的尺寸丈單位含義初探,
Tianwen xuebao 天文學報 28, no. 4 (1987): 105–12.
37 Han shu, 21A.975.
38 Hou Han shu, zhi 3, 3056.
39 Sui shu, 19.528–529.
40 Jiu Wudai shi 舊五代史 (Zhonghua shuju ed.), 96.1284.
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(a) At 1 kè: 0.5 chǐ = 0.155 m ,
(b) At 1/10 kè: 5 chǐ = 1.550 m ,
(c) At 1/60 kè: 30 chǐ = 6.93 m (?)
(d) At 1/100 kè: 50 chǐ = 11.55 m /
3. Earliest descriptions of dimensions:
(a) 15th-century “Chagyŏngnu”自擊漏: 50-kè arrow 10.2 chǐ (3.07 m at 20.4 fēn [61.4 mm] per kè)
(b) 1162 Hán Zhòngtōng 韓仲通 waterclock arrow (4 arrows!!!):
長三尺六寸，方徑四分，面各爲二十五刻，晝夜四易而百刻同。
3.5 chǐ long (1.1 m [Sòng]), a square diagonal of 4 fēn (1.3 cm), the faces of which were each
25 kè (at 14 fēn [44.2 mm] per kè), there being, day & night, four changes so as to equal to
100 kè. 41
Conclusion: waterclock plausibly more precise than sphere heaven instrument in terms of dù of RA, especially
with more than 2 arrows/day. Dù of longitude could be calculated from RA with a table or demonstrational
sphere instrument.
11.2.2

Accuracy

Huá Tòngxù 華同旭 (1991) experiments to determine the relative accuracy of historical waterclock designs
reconstructed according to known parameters under controlled laboratory conditions. Methodology: used reproduction of Yān Sù’s 燕肅 (991–1040) vessels to test mono-vascular and poly-vascular set ups, bypassing the
potential complications of the “arrow” technology as an indicator of water level.42
1. Western Han waterclocks excavated at Xīngpíng 興平, Shaanxi, and Yīkèzhāo-méng 伊克昭盟, Inner Mongolia, too small and empty too quickly to be used as anything other than timers (≈ 5m and 12m, respectively).
2. Standard error of the mono-vascular design over a 24-hour period is 6m37s = 1.68 dù.
3. Standard error for two-tier design (textual evidence from 2nd century) is 18s = 0.08 dù.
4. Standard error for three-tier design (textual evidence from 4th century) is 14.4s = 0.06 dù.
5. At three tiers, we reach the line of diminishing returns.
Conclusion: 2nd-century water clock much more accurate than observational sphere instrument for measuring
dù of RA.
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Unanswered questions

1. Why did experts love the sphere so much despite its relative limitations and the prevalence of accurate
hand-measures in omenology? (see my book!)
2. Inaccuracies with the gnomon? Control of water viscosity?
3. Sphere is still superior in that it allows measuring at any point in the sky, thus the position of a lunar
eclipse...
4. Is there a way of measuring QJD polar distance other than with a sphere instrument?
『開元占經』引王蕃『渾天象說』：黄赤道相與交錯，其間相去二十四度，以兩遊儀準之，二道俱
三百六十五度有竒，是以知天體圓如彈丸。

41 SOURCE 銅壺漏箭制度 Beida library, Qing MS; also, Xuxiu siku as determined “via the yellow road of the sphere heaven” 依渾
天黃道, referring —????
42 Hua, Zhongguo louke 中國漏刻 (Hefei: Anhui kexue jishu chubanshe, 1991).
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